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Tailored for P rime Ministe r Gandhi of India

Your thoughtful and heartening message of August 9 on my assumption
of office as President of the United States is deeply appreciated.

You

may be assured that all the r e sources of the American Government
will continue to be directed toward our common goal of a true and
lasting peace for all mankind, and that we will carry forward our policy
of seeking streng then e d relations with India.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,
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for pOlitical recl$orls
court, "We cannot rewrite the law, whate'
our own views on urgent reforms. . . . 0 ,
the centuries society has come away from '
crueler forms of legal death; an alm
revolutionary change in penology has tal
place in England since 1801 when a boy of
could be hung for stealing a spoon. Not r
ferocity but warm humanity is the heart of
law."

Clemency pleas fail
Last-minute pleas for clemency to Pr
Minister Gandhi and to President Fakhrut
Ali Ahmed also failed.
Press censorship, imposed as part of
national state of emergency last June
seems to have played a large part in the s1
dropping from public view . Until then man
India's major newspapers gave it promi1
coverage.
Despite laws against it, bonded labor
. prevailed in parts of rural India for centur1
It is easy for a poor peasant to bee
bonded by borrowing a small sum of mr
for an emergency or other special need
some ca5es three generations of the s
family have been virtual slaves because
small amount the grandfather borrowed n
years ago.
Interest on the loan is compounded at
rates, forcing the borrower - and somet i
his wife - to work for the creditor. If the
is employed elsewhere. she has lo credit
wages to her husband's account. the respt
bility for repaying the debt can be passed <
the children if the borrower's lifetime lab·
not sufficient to repay it.
Recently in Andhra Pradesh, governn
officials discovered several cases of bot
labor but were unable to prosecute
creditors because no one was willing to c·
forward with evidence .
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